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ABSTRACT
Two computer programs were developed to enhance

community college students' critical thinking skills in the areas of
"Comparison and Contrast" and "Analysis." Instructors have several
options in using the programs. With access to an LCD panel and an
overhead projector, instructors can use the programs in the
classroom, manipulating the computer themselves to either deliver a
lecture or generate a class discussion. Instructors can proceed
through the program in the sequence as designed, or skip around in
the hypertext program based on the students' level of prerequisite
skills. Another option is to use the program in a lab situation where
students can work together or each individual student can progress at
his/her own pace. Working alone, the student may quiz him/herself
often, do as many of the exercises as he/she would like, and progress
through the program linearly or jump around to areas of interest. The
"Compare and Contrast" program analyzes "Lee and Grant," by Bruce
Catton, while the "Analysis" program analyzes "How We Listen," by
Aaron Copland. Either may be read in its entirety on the first "card"
or read a few paragraphs at a time for better comprehension. Each

card is an analysis of the appropriate paragraphs which explains
their meaning and ties material together. Students are encouraged to
create an outline of the essay. Each prograx includes two kinds of
exercises: a simple one designed to allow students to begin
successfully and a more realistic evaluation of student skills.
Manuals for students and teachers are provided for both programs,
with the teacher's manual providing an introduction describing
various methods for implementing the programs and detailing the
program's design. The student's manuals describe the programs'
contents and provide information about using various program options.
The student and teacher manuals for both programs are included.
(MAB)
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Two programs were written using a Fund for Instructional

Improvement grant by the State of California to study the English Critical

Thinking Skills of Comparison/Contrast and Analysis. It was originally

planned that these programs would be part of a larger critical thinking

package which would also include the critical thinking skills of Cause and

Effect and Argumentation. So far only two of these four programs are

available. These programs are designed to help a student of any skill level

to learn more about both the reading and writing critical thinking skills in

Comparison/Contrast and Analysis. The instructor has several options

about how to use these programs. With access to an LCD panel and an

overhead projector, she can use the programs in the classroom,

manipulating the computer herself either as a lecture on Comparison/

Contrast or Analysis or as a discussion in the classroom in which she

solicits answers from the students and then reinforces the correct

answers using the program. She can skip around in the program based on

the level of prerequisite skills the students have or go through in the

order the material is presented. Each program thoroughly analyzes one

essay from that rhetorical mode which can then be discussed or analyzed

in class.



Another option the instructor has is to use this program in a lab

situaticn. In a Macintosh lab, several copies may be provides to allow a

group of students working together or each individual student to go

through the program at his own pace. If he is going through this program

on his own, he many quiz himself often, do as many of the exercises as he

would like, and either go through the program in the order it is presented

or jump around to the areas which interest him. The instructor may

choose to assign certain exercises and the student will have the option of

printing out his work. Some prerequisite skills which he will need and

some terminology which many help him to understand comparison/

contrast or analysis better are provided under the "Kinds," "Structure,"

and "Components" sections in the program.

The passages which have been chosen one as a sample comparison/

contrast essay--"Lee and Grant" by Bruce Catton, and another as a sample

analysis essay--"How We Listen" by Aaron Copland--are an excellent

examples of these critical thinking modes. Either may be read in its

entirety on the first "card" or read a few paragraphs at a time for better

comprehension on subsequest "cards." On each card is an analysis of the

appropriate paragraphs which explain their meaning as well as tie that

material together with the rest of the essay. The students may take notes

on the essays using the "Pop-up notes" on each page.

To illustrate comprehension of the contnt of either Catton's or

Copland's essay and also to demonstrate understanding of the comparison/

contrast or analysis techniques and structure, the students are encouraged

to create an outline of this essay. They may use the notes they took as

they looked at the individual paragraphs and go back and forth from any

"card" in the program as often as they like. If they need a hint or two,

they can click on the appropriate button on the "Outline" card.



When students have completed these programs, they should

understand the different kinds of comparison/contrast and analysis

essays, the choices of structure, and the prerequisite skill of parallelism

and general to specific detail. They will also have analyzed an excellent

comparison/ contrast essay and an equally fine analysis essay and written

their own outline of that essay.

The rationale behind providing a program with several levels of

prerequisite skills of varying difficulty is to help students at all levels of

understanding and skill development to understand the

comparison/contrast and analysis critical thinking skills and to learn and

demonstrate their own reading and writing skills in these areas. Each

prerequisite skill card includes two kinds of exercizes or quizzes: one

very simple so that each student will begin with success, and the more

difficult in paragraph form since that is more of a realistic test.

To make the programs more inteiesting, graphics and sound,

especially music, are used whenever logical to engage the students

further and to illustrate aspects of the essays in question. The "How We

Listen" analysis essay is particularly enhanced by the use of music, since

it often refers to classical composers or pieces with which average

students may be unfamiliar. For the analysis program below is a list of

the card on which there is music and the snippets of music provided:

P 1 all text Aaron Copland's "Fanfare for the Common Man"

P 2 Intro no music

P 3 par. 2-4 Classical--Holtz "Jupiter"

Jazz--Duke Ellington "'A' Train"

Popular--Guns N Roses "Sweet Child of Mine"

Broadway--Webber "Phantom of the Opera"



Country--Willie Nelson "On the Road Again"

P 4 par. 5-6 Ravel's "Bolero"

Beethoven's "Moonlight Sonata"

P 5 par. 7-8 Stravinsky's "Rite of Spring"

P 6 par. 9-10 Rimsky Korsakov's "Flight of the Buthblebee"

Grieg's "Morning"

Mozart's "Requiem"

Tchaikovsky's "1812 Overture"

P 7 par. 11-12 Beethoven's "Fur Elise"

Tchaikovsky's "Romeo and Juliee

Bach's "Well-Tempered ClavichOrd"

P 8 par. 13-15 Beethoven's 9th Symphony

"Allegro ma non Troppo!'

"Allegro Assai"

P 9 par. 16-18 melody--Webber "Music of the Night"

harmonyHanders "Mess4.:ih"

rhythm--"Wipeout"

tone colorpiano and vic,lin

P 10 par. 19-20 no music

P 11 par. 21-24 no music

P 12 par. 25-26 Mozart's "Requiem"

Duke Ellington's "'A' Train"

In the Comparison/Contrast essay "Lee and Grant," excerpts of music from

Ken Burns' Civil War series from PBS was used:

P 1 All Text "Ashokan Farewell"

P 2 Intro (1-3)

P 3 Lee (4-5)

"Battlehymn of the Republic"

"Dixie"



P 4 Lee (6) "Dixie"

P 5 Grant (7-8) "Yankee Doodle"

P 6 Grant (9) "Yankee Doodle"

P 7 Both/Diff (10-11) "Battle Hymn of"

P 8 /Sim(12-13) "Ashokan Farewell"

P 9 /Fight (14-15) "Battlehymn of the Republic"

P 10 /Peace(16) "Star-Spangled Banner"

These two programs are available by contacting Christine Barkley at

Palomar College, 1140 W. Mission Road, San Marcos, CA 92069, or by

calling (619) 744-1150 x2529.
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Introduction
This program is designed to help a student of any

skill level to learn more about both reading and writing
critical thinking skills in Comparison/Contrast. As the
instructor you have several options about how to use this
program. If you have access to an LCD panel and an
overhead projector, you can use this in the classroom,
manipulating the computer yourself either to lecture on
Comparison/Contrast or to lead a discussion in your class-
room in which you solicit answers from the students and
then reinforce the correct answers using the program. You
can skip around in the program based on the level of
prerequisite skills your students have or need or you can go
through in the order the material is presented_ You can go
straight to the essay if you would like and allow the students
to review the preliminary material on their own time.

Another option you have is to use this program in a
lab situation. If your school has a Macintosh lab, you may
provide several copies and allow a group of students
working together or each individual student to go through
the program at her own pace. If she is going through this
program on her own, she many quiz herself often, do as
many of the exercises as she would like, aad ather go
through the program in the order it is presented or jump
around to the areas which interest her. You as the instructor
may choose to assign certain exercises, and your student
will have the option of printing out her work to turn in.
Some prerequisite skills which she will need and some
terminology which many help her to understand com-
parison/contrast better are provided under the "ri'nds,"
"Structure," and "Components" sections in the program.

The passage which has been chosen as a sample
comparison/contrast essay, "Lee and Grant" by Bruce
Catton, is an excellent example of this critical thinking
mode. It may he read in its entirety on the first "card" or
read a few paragraphs at a time for better comprehension

; 0



on subsequest "cards." Your students may take notes on
the essays using the "Pop-up notes" on each page.

To illustrate comprehension of the content of Ca t ton' s
essay and also to demonstrate understanding of his analysis
techniques and structure, your students are encouraged to
create an outline of this essay. They may use the notes they
took as they looked at the individual paragraphs and go
back and forth from any "card" in the program as often as
they like. If they need a hint or two, they can click on the
appropriate button on the "Outline" card.

When your students have completed this program,
they should understand the differentkinds of comparison /
contrast essays, the choices of structure, and theprerequisite
skill of parallelism. They will also haveanalyzed an excellent
comparison/contrast essay and written their own outline
of that essay. I hope you enjoy this program.



How to Use this Manual
To open or begin the

program, look for the icon labled
"Comparison /Contrast." If you
received the program on several
disks, you may have to combine the
program from the various disks using the enclosed
shareware product Stuffit. When you have the icon labled
"Comparison/Contrast" you can double click on it to begin.

The first card identifies the title of the program and
the author. As soon as the Click Here button appears on the

title card, you or the student mayclick once to proceed. This
will stop the music. You may use this program yourself in
the classroom using an LCD panel and an overhead projector,

or you may assign it to your students in a lab situation or to
be done on an individual basis as you perceive a particular
student needs more help with comparison/ contrast critical
thinking skills. The manual will be written to tell you what

a student may do on his own.

Comparison /Contrast

Critical Thinking

Reading and Writing

Modules
CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Comparison/Contrast
Written by

Christine Barkley
aided by John Goldsworthy
and Mark Hopkins

Hi
TIIC next card .Illows the student fo give herself a

pretest to identify which ide&;could he compared using the
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critical thinking skill of comp,Irison/ contrast.
Comparison contrast

[What do you already know about comparison/contrust? I
I.

Click on the pictures you think can be compared

The card gives directions to click on two picture that
she thinks can be compared; the program will tell her if she
is correct. If she was not, she may try again.

Maybe. although th...y do have some characteristics
in common since both are transportahon devices:
there is nut enough that is truly similar

Click here to reset

She may do this as often as she likes. When she is
ready to on she can sim n the forward arrow.

RIGHT! fhese two men are sufficiently similar
iha+ you can compare them, yet diflerent enough
ihai the coMpaeison would be irrteresting

Click here to reset

1

13

1]

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



The next card is called the Comparison/ Contrast
I tome card. Here the student is given several choices.

Comparison Contrast

(-Definition

Purpose

Kinds

Structure

(-Parallelism

( Example

[Possible Topics

If he would like to read a definition of Comparison/
Contrast as a mode of reading, writing, and cri tical thinking,
then he should click on the Definition button. But perhaps
before he sees what the program says, he might want to
generate a definition in his own mind, and check himself
against the answer given by the computer. He can do this

before he clicks on any button.-
Definition

Purpose

Kinds

Structure

Parallelism

Example

Comparison Contrast

Comparison highlights the similarities COmmon tO

both things you are discussing. Contrast focuses on the

differences You can compare or contrast any two

things. places, people, or the same thing at two different

times There must be some similarities: that is. the two

things must be in the same class or group There must

also be some differences the discussion will not be

very interesting If the .hings are not sufficiently

alike, the comparison ..alled an Analogy In an

analogy, the writer uses something well known to

explain something less well known such as "life [the

,,,,knownl is like a bowl of cherries (the known!

Click Here fo Close

5.
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Every essay must have a rhetorical purpose. To
discover some possible purposes for Comparison/ Contrast,
the student may click on the Purpose button.

Comparison Contrast Quit

( Definition )

Purpose

( Kinds

Structure

(Parallelism

Example

Often you would use companson/contrast to
thoroughly examine two things in order to be able to

make an informed choica between them. However,
especially in analyzing differences betwen people, yOu

often don't choose.

You could emphasize the differences for things we

might expect to be similar (such as children raised in

the same household) or the similarities for things we

mght expect to be different ( such as a friend from

New York and a friend from Los Angeles) to create the

most impact. Or you could show the changes that take

place in the same thing over time.
Click Here to Close

Also there are different kinds of comparison/ contrast
essays. The Kinds button will teach the student more. This
button will take the student to a new card.

Comparison Contrast
Kinds

Quit

Here and There

Then and Now

fhis and That

LGenerale Your Own topics ( Quiz Yourself
>

0111101.1..

By clicking on any of the buttons of the various kinds of
Comparison/Contrast, the studentwill see three examples

of possible topics using that kind.

15



Then and Now )
S.

flulz Yourself )

L61
Comparison Contrast

Kinds

)Here and There

1.) Disneyland and Magic Mountain.
2.) Camping at the beach vs. camping in the mountains
3.) The CSU system and the UC system.

1.) Palomar 25 years ago and Palomar today.
2.) Yourself at age 16 and now.
3.) Your neighborhood when you were a child and now.

This and That

1.) A Honda Accord and a Nissan 240Z
2.) Our football team and our rivars team.
3.) Cats or dogs as the ideal pets.

Generate Your Own Topics,
The Generate Your Own Topic button will allow

your student to create a list of
his own possible topics toL
choose from in writing his own papers.

)Generate Your Own Topics

Type in your own topics and they will be saved for you

Generate Your Own Topics End Typing

Cci

This can be printed out so you can see it. You could
ask your student to create a certain number of each kind of

click on the End End Typing )topic. When he is finished typing his
list, he should
Typing bu t ton.

7
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Door #2 )

Door #3 )

The student can also take a
self quiz to make sure he understands
the different kinds of comparison/
contrast by clicking on the Quiz Yourself button.
The student will see this screen:

Quiz Yourself

Door #1

(Here and There

(Generate Your Own Topics

( Then and Not2 This and That

More Quiz

Your student can click on the "doors" in any order to

reveal a list of several topics. He would then choose the

corresponding button to identify the kind of comparison/

contrast topics given.
1) Tetris and Monopoly as Games.

2) Martin Luther King, Jr. vs. Malcolm X.

3) Accounting or Business Management as a

Major.

Here and There Then and Now This and That

If the student is correct, he will see a message telling him

SO. Yes, these are This and That
topics. Correct.

If your student clicks on the More Quiz button, she will be

given a paragraph which is developed using one kind of

comparison/contrast. She should identify the correct kind

by clicking on the appropriate button ,--
More Quiz 1



A thousand years ago in Europe acres of houses

and shops were demolished and their inhabitants

forced elsewhere so that great cathedrals could be

built For decades, the buttcling process soaked up all
available skilled labor, for decades the townspeople
stepped around pits in the streets, clambered over
ropes and piles of timber, breathed mortar dust, and

slept and worked to the crashing noise of

construction The cathedrals, when finished, stood
hall empty six days a week, but most of them at

least had beauty Today, the ugiy skyscrapers go up.

shoes and araceful homes are obliterated. their

Here/There

IMI111

Then/Now

Reset

( This/That

Again, the computer will tell her if her answer is correct.

Yes, this is a Here and There
paragraph. Correct.

At this point the student may
go on to the subsequent cardsby using
the Forward Arrow or go back to the
previous card using the Back Arrow.

At the top left of the card the student
will always find a Home Button to take
him back to the Comparison Contrast
Home card. In the top right corner will

by a Quit Button which will ask the student if he wants to
print out the work he has already done before quitting.

The next card discusses the structure of Comparison /
Contrast essays.

The student can
first take a Pretest to
see whz t he already
knows.

Whet do your already know?

Which of these 3 examples
show good structure'?

Read each passage

9
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In the pretest the student is asked to read one of three
paragraphs and then identify whether that paragraph iswel I
structured or not. ..,

--,
A passage

Thin people believe in logic "If you consume more
calories than you burn." says one of my thin friends.
"you will gain weight. It's that simple Fat people
believe that life is illogical and unfair They know
very well that God is not in his heaven and all is not
right with the world If Gad was up there. tat people
could have two doughnuts and a big ornage drink any
time they wanted it.

R hes good structure R hes poor structure )

....--
At this point he does not have to be able to identify which
structure was used. If he chooses incorrectly, the computer
will explain his mistake.

If the student wishes to learn more about structure,
he can click on any of the three buttons to get a definition of
that kind of structure, for example, the Opposing Button:

Opposing

Alternating

Mixed

The Opposing structure develops details for one
object (person. place, or thing) first, then the second
Notice how even within this structure, the details are
given in the same order for each object

Click Here to Close

c
See Example

If he would like, he can click on the See Example button to
read a sampl
structure. 1 Opposing Structure

Women do not simply have faces, as men do. they
are identified with their faces Men have a
naturalistic relationship with their faces Certainly
they care whether they are good looking or not They

sulter over acne. protruding ears, tiny eyes, they
hate getting bald But there is a muCh wider latitude
11 what is e.5thetically acceptable in a man's lace
than what is in a woman's A man's face ,s defined
as something he basically doesn't need to tamper
with, au no has to do iS keep it clean Fle can avail
himself of the options for ornament supplied by

I9



Your student can do the same
for the other two structures. When QUIZ
she is ready, she may click on the
Quiz button to test her ability to
identify the structure of a particular paragraph.
This will give the student a choice of three paragraphs to
look at to identify as opposing, alternating, or mixed.

Comparison Contrast
Structure

(Quit')

Opposing

Paragraph I

Paragraph 2

Paragraph 3

Illternating

Please select the test paragraph you would like to read by
clicking on the corresponding Paragraph Button

I.

QUIZ Reset

j

By clicking on any of the paragraph buttons, she will be
shown a paragraph which illustrates one of the structures of
comparison/contrast and will be asked to click on the
correct button to identify which structure was used.

There is a clear difference between "black- and
"white" styles of play. Most simply. 'black"
basketball is the use of superb athletic skill to
adapt to the limits of space imposed by the game
"White- ball is the pulverization of that space by
sheer intensity Drive to the hoop. but go under it
and come up the other side. hold the ball at waist
level and shoot from there instead of bringing the
ball up to eye level, leap into the air and fall away
from the basket unstead of toward it All these
tactics take maximum advantage of the crowding on

Thi 1 r. in :0 .1 et

Opposing RIternaling sliHed

kJ'



Reset
If she would like to review the defini-
tions or examples of the various struc-
tures, she may click on the Reset button

to return to the original set-up of the card.
When she is satisfied that she has mastered the

terminology associated with the structure for comparison/
contrast, she may go on to the next card to study Parallelism.

(&)
Comparison Contrast

Parallelism
Quit

There are two kinds of parallelism often found in comparison contrast essays
grammatical parallelism to correctly identify and give equal emphasis to

elements of a sentence which are alike, and rhetorical parallelism to identify
similar ideas or details in separate sentences to make the comparison clearer

Click on highlighted words to see examples

fuercises Quiz Yourself

This card gives a definitionof Parallelism and discusses the

two differen t kinds of parallelism: grammatical and
rhetorical. If your student clicks on the highlighted words,

yrammoticol parallelismj
he would see a definition of that kind of parallelism.

Grammatical parallelism uses the same kinds of words or phrases within
sentences to show what Ideas are similar For example, within a list, use all

nouns all participles--"ing" words all infinitives, all adiectives

Here are some examples of good grammatical parallelism
I, -We nod these Ruins to be sett evdeni 2) I cern*. I saw. I conquered
that all mon are created equal. that
they are endowed by their Creator What which we are. we are.

with Certain uniumnable 19nts Mai among One equal temper of neck hearts
these ale Lite Liberty anti me Pursuit Made weak by frne anoints, but strong in WA

or Happiness To striv, to seek, to tiro and not to yield

Click Here To Close

triertises Fitir Yourself ) [_*.1



Reset )

There are examples of grammatical parallelism given also.

I le can also see a definition and examples of rhetorical

When your student is ready to
take a quiz, he can click on the Quiz
Yourself button.

Quiz Yourself

Comparison Contrast
Parallelism

Example I

( Example 2

I.

Example 3

Grammatical

Exercises

rRhetorical

He can then choose to begin with any of the three

examples by clicking on the appropriate button. This will
show him a passage which contains some kind of parallel-

ism which he should identify as either grammatical or
rhetorical parallelism.

Emotions are part of our heritage Fish swim, birds
fly and people feel Sometimes we are happy,
sometimes we are not But sometimes in our life we
are sure to feel anger arid fear, sadness and joy, greed
and guilt, lust and scorn, deight and disgust. While we
are not free to choose the emotions that arise in us, we
are free to choose how and when to express them.
provided we know what they are That is the crux of

the problem
Click on the Button of Your Choice Below

Grammatical Rhetorical

I 3



The computer will-tell him if he is a-rrect. Or he can go bad<
to the definition and see the examples &grammatical and
rhetorical parallelism by click ing on
-the Reset button. Reset )

There is an exercise which gives several sentences
that are not presently parallel but which could becane
parallel with a little changing. To do this she should dick on
the Exerdses button.

This ocercise can be printed out if you would like to
see your student.'s wcrk.

Parallelism exercises.
Rewrite the following sentences to create good parallelism.

I ) The characteristics of a good trial lawyer are Shrewdness
alertness, and being bold

TYPE YOUR ANSWER HERE:

2 ) Children gererally like bubble gum because it is appealingly
packaged, sweet, and it lasts a long time

LEmercises ) Click Here to Close Exercises la En
When the student is finished, she should dick where it says
"Click here to Oose Exercises."

At this point the student should have the prerequi
site skills needed to handle Comparison/ Contrast. Hecan
click on the Fcrward Arrow to see an example of an essay
written using that mode. Or he can use the Ham bAtcn to
get back to the Comparison /Ccntrast Home card and from
there choase the Example buttcri.

As soon as the student goes to this card, the music
should begin. If the student does no( want the music, he &in
click on the Stop Music button.

I 4
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Sound )

1

Comparison Contrast
Page 1

Grant and lee
by Brune Cation

1) When Ulysses S. Grant and RObert E lee met In
the parlor of a modest house at Appomattox Court
House, Virginia, on April 9, 1865, to work out the
terms for (he sun-ender of Lee's Army of Northern
Virginia, a great chapter in American life came to a
close, and a great new charter began.

2) Mese men were bringing the Civil War to its
virtual finish. To be sure, other armies had yet to
surrender, and (or a few days the fugitive confederate
government would struggle desperately and vainly,
trying to find some way to go on 1Mng now that Its
chief support was gone. Hut In effect it was all over
when Grant and Lee sl; ed the ia rs. And the little

!I

(analysis)

Menu r:5)

On the first Example card there are two buttons for
additional infcrmation or enjoyment. The Sound buttal
will allow you to replay "Ashokan Farewell" fra-n Ken
Burns' Civil War series made for PBS. The Arialysisbuttai
will allow you to see or hear (or both) an analysis of the
entire essay.

At the top cf the card are twc important 'buttons. The
Home button will take you back to the Comparison/
t" Contrast Home card. The Quit buttai

will ask your student if he wants tol Quit
print any work he's done first.

Whenever the student chooses to quit, a box will put up
asking him if he wculd like to print his work trfore quitting.
If he says "Print" then another box will ask him to type in
hisname so that his work can be identified.

Type in your name
First Name Last Name

[Chris Barkley

s



Your student can print out any notes he's written, any
merdses he's done or his outline. When he does quit, the
program will erase any typing he's put in so that the next
person to use the program will have a dean °Ty to use

In the bdtom right hand corner your student will
always find additional buttons, a forward and return but-
ton to go in chrondogical crder between the cards, and a
Menu button. Whenhe clicks on the Menu button a field
will appear with forward arrows to allow him to find
particular paragraphs from the essa

,tolenu)

MENU

Whole article LEP:j
Introduction ( 1-3) ruj
Lee (4-5)
Lee (6)
Grant (7-8)
Grant (9)
Bothedifferences (10-1 1) LAL.)
Both/similbrities (12-13)
Both/fighters (14-15)
Both/peacernaker5 (16) cLkj

Outline c(21j.

Click ficre to Clo.tre

L).)
Using this Menu, the
student can go di
redly to any card he
wishes. This will be
especially helpful
for you as a teacher
if you are using the
program in the
classroom with an
overhead projector
because then you
can skip to the card
on which you want
to demonstrate
something. To stay
on the same card,

simply click on the Menu field.
On subsequent Example cards after your student

d d<s on the Sound button, he can choase the Hear Passage
button to hear the passage read to him. Sane students learn
better aurally rather than visually so hearing the passage
will help with understanding. 'Ibis might be esped ally
helpful for ESL students cr students with various problems

16



with reading. As scull as the readingt-pgins a Stop Reading
button will appear. 11 he does not want to listen to-the
reading d the entire passage, he can click there Otherwise
that button will disappear when the reading is finished.

Most of the Example cards will play music as you get
to them. Again, you can stop this music. Also you can
replay the music using the Play Music button, after you
clicked on Sound. Below is a list of the card on which you
can call up music usually one to two minutes of each.

P 1 All Text "Ashokan Farewell"
P 2 Intro (1-3) " Battlehymn of the Republic"
P 3 Lee (4-5) " Dixie"
P 4 Lee (6) " Dixie"
P 5 Grant (7-8) "Yankee Doodle"
P 6 Grant (9) "Yankee Doodle"
P 7 Both

/Diff (10 11) " Battle Hymn of"
P 8 / Sim(12-13) "Ashokan Farewell"
P 9 / Fight (1415)" Battlehymn of the Republic"
P 1 0 / Peace(16) "Star-Spangled Banner"

When your student has read the paragraphs f ran the essay,
he may want to read the analysis of that passage. This is a
sample of the kind of analysis your student will see; this
analyzes the entire essay.

Cotton's structure in this essay parallels his

content. He separates Lee and Grant by

developing Lee's background in three paragraphs,

then Grant's, also in three paragraphs. Their

differences are emphasized at first, and they

seem far apart in philosophy just as the country

itself was at odds at the beginning of the war.

References to Lee and Grant get closer together

as the essay proceeds until close to the end they

are refered to in the same paragraph.

Click Here to Close
I 7
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( Sound )

Rnolysis)

Notes )

fly cliddng on the Analysis button, your student cnn see an
analysis for each separate passage. These analyses will
show up on top of the essay field and cannot be moved.

Comparison Contrast
Peg. 4

6) 1 ee embodied the noblest elements of this
aristocratic ideal Through him the landed
nobility justified Itself For four years. the
Southern states had fougnt a desperate war to
uphold the ideals for which Lee stood In the end.
it almost seem
for Lee. as if he
the best thing tt
Confederacy st
He had passed
thousands of ti
Confederate scI
enthusiasm of t e ear y says o e ssruggie.
somehow considered Lee the symbol of
everything for which they had been willing to die

As Catton did in paragraph three, he cla m
that Lee's charactensitics were representative
of those of the Confederacy and that the
Confederate soldiers fought for Lee. Canon
believes Lee was the symbol of the South

Click Here to Close

C(3)
In this program your student can actually see and

cornpare paragraphs which deal with Grant with those
which deal with Lee by choosing the Ccmpare to Grant
button under the Analysis button. He would then see
ccmrDante Dararanhs sidebv side

4) Back of Robert E. Lee was
the notion that the old
aristocratic concept might
somehow survive and be
dominant in American life

5) Lee was tidewater
Virginia, and in his background
were family, culture, and
tradition the age of
chive/fly transplanted to a
New World which was making
its own legends and its own
myths He embodied a way of
life that had come down

,

'Y
g

ii:i

1,

`,5

7) Grant, son of a tanner on
the Western frontier; was
everything Lee was not. He had
come up the hard way, and
embodied nothing in particular
except the eternal toughness
and sinewy fiber of the men
who grew up beyond the
mountains. He was one of a
body of men who owed
reverence and obeisance to no
one, who were self-reliant to a
fault, who cared hardly
anything for the past but who
had a sharp eye for the future

4
to

-55
""

;:,.:
-,b,--
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When he has had a diance-to read the passage and see the
analysis, your student may want to click on the Notes
button to take his own notes of the passage for later use
when he is asked to write an outline of the essay. When he
does a pop-up field will appear that he can type into If this
field is in the way of his bdng able to read the passage, he
can move it by clicking (II the field which says "Your notes
for paragraph 1" and dragging the field to a new pcxsi ti on.

Type in your notes for Par 1

here you can type in your own notes for
par 1

When your student has read through the entire essay
and taken notes, she is ready to write her own outline.
Either use the Menu button and choose the Outline arrow,
or use the Forward arrow from the last Example card. ai
the Outline card there will be a place for your student to
type in her own outline But first she might want to review
her notes. She can click on the See My Notes button.

See My Notes

1 9



( See Hint ) See Your Notes )

2n d Hint )

Comparison Contrast
Outline

I. This is your own outline that
you type in.

Notes from paragraph 1

these are your notes that you
took on paragraph 1-3

Notes from paragraph 4-5

You took these notes, too

Notes from paragraph 6

notice that the program lables
your notes and tells you were you
took them

Notes from paragraph 743

If your student wants a hint about how to begin the
outline, he can dick on the See Hint button.

Comparison Contrast
Outline

I. Introduction

II Differences
A. Lee
B. Grant
C. Both

I n Similarities
A. as fighters
B. as peacemakers

{ See YnOr-Note-

The student mn get two more hints if he needs them
The thi rd hint, shows one way of writing the entire outline.

20



I. Introduction
A. Lee and Grant meet
B. t ee and Grant bring Civil War to an end

C. Lee and Grant represent difterent Curren
Differences

A. L e e
1. as Southern aristocrat
2. as confederate

B. Grant
as Western frontier man

2. as democrat
C. Both

1. represented region
2. represented modern man vs. knight

Ill. Similarities
A. as fighters

Comparison Contrast
Outline

3rd Hint

Here is one way d writing the entire outline

lntrodudion
A. Lee and Grant meet

1. where AppomattCN Court liouse, Virginia
2. when April 9, 1865
3. why surrender of Lee's army to Grant

B. Lee and Grant la-ing Civil War to an end
1. dher armies had yet to surrender
2. Confederate army still struggled c)n
Lee and Grant represent different current

INfferences
A. Lee

1. as Southern aristocrat
2. as confederate

B. Grant
1. as Western frontier man
2. as democrat
Both
1 represented region
2 represented modern man vs chivalrous knigiTt



HI Simi! arrttes
as figtyters
1. tenacity and fidelity

a. Grant Mississippi VaHey
b. Lee Petersburg

2 daring and resourceful
a. Lee Second Manassas and

Chancellorsville
b. Grant Vicksburg

B. as peacemakers

When your student has written his own outline he
can quit the program. He will be asked if he wants to print
out his work. If he would like to print, he will be asked to
type in his name

We hope both you and your students enjoy this
program and get much use from it.

22
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Introduction
This program is designed to help you, a student of

any skill level, to learn more about both the reading and
writing critical thinking skills in Comparison/Contrast.
You can skip around in the program based on the level of
prerequisite skills you have or go through in the order the
material is presented. YOu can go straight to the essay if you
would like or review the preliminary material first.

As you are going through this program on your own,
you many quiz yourself often, do as many of the exercises
as you would like. Your instructor may assign certain
exercises, and you will have the option of printing out your
work to turn in. Some prerequisite skills which you will
need and some terminology which many help you to un-
derstand comparison/contrast better are provided under
the "Kinds," "Structure," and "Components" sections in
the program.

The passage which has been chosen as a sample
comparison/contrast essay, "Lee and Grant" by Bruce
Catton, is an excellent example of this critical thinking
mode. It may be read in its entirety on the first "card" or
read a few paragraphs at a time for better comprehension
on subsequest "cards." You may take notes on the essays
using the "Pop-up notes" on each page.

To illustrate comprehension of the content of Catton's
essay and also to demonstrate understanding of his analysis
techniques and structure, you are encouraged to create an
outline of this essay. You may use the notes you took as you
looked at the individual paragraphs and go back and forth
from anrcard" in the program as often as you like. If you
need a hint or two, you can click on the appropriate button
on the "Outline" card.

When you have completed this program,you should
understand the different kinds of comparison/contrast
essays, the choices of structureind the prerequisite skill of
parallelism. You will also have analyzed an excellent



Comparison/Contrast eSSay and written your own outline
of that essay. I hope you enjoy this program.



I low to Use this Manual
To open or begin the

program, look for the icon labled
"Comparison /Contrast." If you
received the program on several
disks, you may have to combine the program from the

various disks using the enclosed shareware product Stuffit.

When you have the icon labled "Comparison/Contrast"

you can double click on it to begin.
The first card identifies the title of the program and

the author. As soon as the Click Here button appears on the

title card, you may click once to proceed. This will stop the

music.

Comparison /Contrast

Critical Thinking

Reading and Writing

Modules
CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Comparison/Contrast

Act Rmwd.d 944
rn

Written by

Christine Barkley
aided by John Goldsworthy
and Mark Hopkins

The next card allows you to give yourself a pretest to

identify which ideas could be compared using the critical

thinking skill of comparison/ contrast.
The card asks you to click on two picture that you

think can be compared; the program will tell you if you are

correct. If you were not, you may try again.



Comparison Contrast

What do you already know about comparison/contrast?
Click on the pictures you think can be compared

1.Quit) ic

If you were to click on the train and the car, for example, this
is the message the computer would give you.

daft *OD
Maybe although they do have some characteristics
in common since both are transportation devices,
there is not enough that is truly similar

Click here to reset

You may do this as often as you like. It might be
fun to see what all the different combinations (1).
provide. When you are ready to go on, click on the
Forward Arrow.

.111

RIGHT! Those two men are sufficiently smilar
mat you can compare them, yet different enough

thattne cornpartsoe woul0 be interesting
Click here to reset



Possible Topics)

The next card is called the Comparison/ Contrast

iome card. On this card you will be given several choices.

[Definition )

Purpose

Kinds

Structure

Parallelism

Example

Comparison Contrast

To read a definition of Comparison/Contrast as a

mode of reading, writing, and critical thinking, click on the

Definition button. But perhaps before you see what the

program says, you might want to think of your own defi-

nition and check yourself against the answer given by the

computer. You can do this before you click on any button.

Comparison Contrast

Definition

Quit

Purpose

Kinds

Structure

Parallelism

I Trample

Aw..1411

Comparison highlights the similarities Common to
both things you are discussing, Contrast focuses on the

differences You can compare or contrast any two
things, places. people, or the same thin; at two different

times There must be some similarities, that is. the two

things must be in the same class or group There must

also be some differences Or the discussion will not be

very interesting If the two things are not sufficiently
alike the comparison is called an Analogy In an

analogy the writer uses Something well known to

explain something less well known such as 'We (the

unknown( IS i.ke 3 bowl of cherries (the known(
Click Here to Close



Every essay must. have a rhetorical purpose. To
discover some possoble purposes for Comparison/Contrast,
click on the Purpose button.

Comparison Contrast
Quit

Definition j

Purpose

Kinds

Structure

Parallelism

Example-1

Often you would use comparisonicontrast to

thoroughly examine two things in order to be able to
make an informed choice between them However.
especially in analyzing differences betwen people, you
often don't choose

You could emphasize the differences for things we
might expect to be similar (such as children raised in
the same household) or the simi,anties for things we
might expect to be different ( such as a friend from
New York and a friend from Los Angeles) to create the
most impact Or you could show the changes that take
place in the same thing over time.

Click Here to Close

Also there are different kinds of comparison/ contrast
essays. The Kinds button will teach you more. This button
will take you to a new card.

Comparison Contrast
Kinds

Here and There

Then and NOW

this and Mot,

I(1,ener n le Your Own 'Topics Quiz Yourself j
[<-1--

C_. 1

By clicking On any of the buttons of the various kinds of
Comparison /Contrast, the student will see three examples
of possible topics using That kind.

6



CD
Here and There

Com parison Contrast
Kinds

1 ) Disneyland and Magic Mountain.
2.) Camping at the beach vs. campi
3.) The CSU system and the U

ng in the mountains
system.

Then and Now

1.) Palomar 25 years ago and Palomar today.
2.) Yourself at age 16 and now.
3.) Your neighborhood when you were a child and now.

This and That

1.) A Honda Accord and a Nissan 240Z
2.) Our football team and our r'ial's team.
3.) Cats or dogs as the ideal pets.

.Generate Y3ur Own Topics
.1

Quiz Yourself

The Generate Your Own Topic button will allow
you to create a list of your own
possible topics to choose from
in writing your own papers.

Generate Your Own Topics

Type in your own topics and they will be saved for you

.N

LGenerate Your Own Topics
./

End Typing

This can be printed out so you can keep it. Or your
teacher may require that you turn in a certain number of
each kinfinished

typing your list, click on End Typing 1d of topic. When you are I.

the End "Ivping hut ton.
7



Door #3 )

You can also take a self quiz to uuiz Yourself)
make sure you understand the differ-
ent kinds of comparison/contrast by clicking on the Quiz
Yourself button. You will see this screen:

Ooor #1

Here and There

)Generate Your Own Topics

Door 02

Then and Now

More Ouizi

This and That

.c=i 1

You can click on the "doors" in any order to reveal a
list of several topics. You can then choose the correspond-
ing button to identify the kind of comparison/contrast
topics given.

1) Tetris and Monopoly as Games.

2) Martin Luther King, Jr. vs. Malcolm X.

3) Accounting or Business Management as a
Major.

Here and There Then and Now This and That

If you are correct, the computer will show this message:
Yes, these are This and That
topics. Correct.

If you click on the More Quiz button, you will be given a
paragraph which is developed using one kind of compari-
son/contrast. You should identify the correct kind bY
clicking on the appropriate button.

1 More Quiz )
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A thousand years ago in Europe. acres of houses
and shops were demolished and their inhabitants
forced elsewhere so that great cathedrals Could be
built Tor decades the building process soaked up all
available skitled labor for decades the townspeople
stepped around pits in the streets, clambered over
ropes and piles of timber, breathed mortar dust, and
slept and worked to the crashing noise Of
construction The cathedrals, when finished . stood
half-empty six days a week, but most of them at
least had beauty Today, the ugly skyscrapers go up
shoos and araceful homes are obliterated. their

Here/There Then/Now Thas/Thot

IReset

Again, the computer will tell you if your answer is cor-
rect: Yes, this is a Here and There

paragraph. Correct.

At this point you may go on to
the subsequent cards by using the
Forward Arrow or go back to the \C>
previous card using the Back Arrow.

At the top left of the card you will
always find a Home button to take you Quit
back to the CompariSon Contrast Home \)
card. In the top right corner will by a

Quit button which will ask you if you want to print out the
work you have already done before quitting.

The next card discusses the structure of Comparison /
Contrast essays. You can first take a Pretest to see what you
already know.

What do your already know?

Which of these 3 examples
show good structure?

Read each passage

L A 1 ( 8 1 1 C
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R has poor structure]

In the pretest you are asked to read one 4three paragraphs
and then identify whether that paragraph iswell structured
or not.

A passage

Thin people believe in logic "If you consume more
calories than you burn." says one of my thin friends,
"you will gain weight It's that simple Fat people
beneve that life is illogical and unfair They know
very well that God is not in his heaven and.all is not
right with the world It God was up there, tat people
coud have two doughnuts and a big ornage drink any
time they wanted it

R has good structure)

At this point you do not have to be able to identify which
structure was used. If you choose incorrectly, the computer
will explain your mistake.

If you wish to learn more about structure, you can
click on any of the three buttons to get a definition of that
kind of structure, for exam Ie the 0 osin button:

Opposing

litterneting

Mixed
.;44...

The Opposing structure develops details tor one
object (person. place, or thing) first, then the second
Notice how even within this structure, the details are
given in the same order for each object

Click Here to Close

1. See Example

If you would like, you can click on the See Example button
to read a sample ara ra Imwrittenusil the Opposing
structure. Opposing Structure

Women do not simply have faces, as men do they
are Identified with their faces Men have a
naturalistic relationship with their faces Certainly
it'ey care whether they are good looking or not They

suffe«wer acne protruding ears, tiny eyes they
hale (jetting bald But there is a much wider latitude
in whet is esthetically acceptable ;11 a man's face
-than what is a woman's A man's face is defined
as romething he basically doesn't needle tamper
Wth, all he has to do is keep it clean He can avail
himself of the options for ornament supplied by

TO

43
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You can do the same for the f
other two structures. When you are QUIZ
ready, you may click on the Quiz
button to test your ability to identify the structure of a
particular paragraph.
This will give you a choice of three paragraphs to look at
to identify as opposing, alternating, or mixed.

[n) Comparison Contrast
Structure

Opposing

Paragraph I

Paragraph 2

Paragraph 5

Alternating miHed

Please select the test paragraph you would like to read by
clicking on the corresponding Paragraph Button

QUIZ Reset

By clicking on any of the paragraph buttons, you will be
shown a paragraph which illustrates one of the structures of
comparison/contrast and you will be asked to click on the
correct button to identify which structure was used.

There is a clear difference between "black' and
"white" styles of play Most simply, "black"
basketball is the use of superb athletic skill to
adapt to the limits of space imposed by the game
"White" ball is the pulverization of that space by
sheer intensity Drive to the hoop, but go under it
and come up the other side, hold the ball at waist
level and shoot from there instead of bringing the
ball up to eye level leap into the air and fall away
from the basket unstead of toward it All these
tactics take maximum advantage ot the crowding on

This orad Court int sr.l e.

Opposing -1 RIlernoting Mined
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Reset
If you would like to review the defini-

)tions or examples of the various struc
tures, click on the Reset Button to return
to the original set-up of the card.

When you are satisfied that you have mastered the
terminology associated with the structure for comparison/
contrast, go on to the next card to study Parallelism.

RS)
Comparison Contrast

Parallelism Quit

There are two kinds of parallelism ohen found in comparison contrast essays
grammatical parallelism to correctly identify and give equal emphasis to
elements of a sentence which are alike, and rhetorical parallelism to identify
similar ideas or details in separate sentences to make the comparison clearer

Click on highlighted words to see examples

Emercises Quiz Yourself

This card gives a definition of Parallelism and discusses the
two different kinds of parallelism: grammatical and
rhetorical. If you click
you will see a definition of that kind of parallelism.

9rammatical parallelism

Grammatical parallelism uses the same kinds of words or phrases within
sentences to snow what ideas are similar For example, within a list, use all
nouns all participles. -"ing" words all infinitives, all adiectives

Here are some examples of good grammatical parallelism
I) iWe hold these Ruins to be sett ev.dent
that all men are created equal that
they are endowed by their Creator
With certain ungenaole nqtrls that amdnq
these ate Life Liberty and the Pursuit
of Happiness

Click Here To Close

I Her( ises

2) I came, I saw, I conquered

3)4'13i-which we are we are.
One equal temper 01 heroL tre,utt,
Made weak o bme and faea, botStron9 in will
ro strive, fo seek, to find anti not to yielo6

Witt Yourself

I 2
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Quiz Yourself)

Pr

There are examples of grammatical parallelism given also.
You can also see a definition and example of rhetorical
parallelism,

When you are ready to take a
quiz, you may click on the Quiz
Yourself button.

Comparison Contrast
l'arallelisrn

Example I )

Example 2

Example 3

Grammatical )

( (xercises L Reset

Rhetorical

`
Quit j

You can begin with any of the three examples by
clicking on the appropriate button. This will show you a
passage which contains some kind of parallelism for you to
identify as either grammatical or rhetorical parallelism.

Emotions are part of our heritage Fish swim, birds

fly and people feel Sometimes we are happy .

sometimes we are not But sometimes in our life we

are sure to feel anger and fear, sadness and soy. greed

and guilt, lust and scorn. deight and disgust While we

are not free to chocse the emotions that arise in us, we

are free to choose how and when to express them.

provided we know what they are That is the crux of

the problem
Click on the Button of Your Choice Below

Grammatical Rhetorical

The computer will tell you if you are correct. Or you can go
hack to the definition and see the examples of Yrammatical
and rhetorical parallelism by clicking
on -the Reset button. 13
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There is an exercises which gives several sentences
that are not presently parallel hut which could become
parallel with a little changing. You can print this out.

Parallelism exercises.
Rewrite the following sentences to create good parallelism.

1 i The characteristics of a good trial lawyer are shrewdness
alertness, and being bold

TYPE YOUR ANSWER HERE:

2 1 Children generally like bubble gum because it is appealingly
packaged. sweet and it lasts a long time

.._.)

0

.
EHercises ) Click Here to Close Exercises I IN )

When you are finished, click where it says "Click here to
Close Exercises."

At this point you should have the prerequisite skills
needed to handle Comparison/Contrast. You can click on
the Forward Arrow to see an example of an essay written
using that mode. You can also get to this card from the
Comparison/contrast Home Card by clicking on the Ex-
ample button.

fria
Comparison Contrast

Page 1

Grant and 12e
by Bruce Calton

1) When Ulysses 5. Crant and Robert E, Lee met In
the parlor of a modest house at Appomattox Court
House, Virginia, on April 9, 1865, to work out the
terms for the surrender of Lee's Army of Northern
Virginia, a great chapter in American life came to a
close, and a great new chapter began

2) hese men were bringing-the Civil War to its
virtual finish To he sure, other armies had yet to
Surrender, and kw a few days the fugitive Confederate
government would struggle desperately and vainly,
trying-1-o find some way -to so on lMng now that its
chief support was gone But in effect It was all over
when Grant and Lee signed the papers And the little

rioundi
(finalgsis
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As scot) as you gotothis Gard, the /
music will begin. If you do not want the Stop usiM c

music, dick on the Stop Music button.
On the first Example card there are two buttons for

additional information or enjoyment. 'Me Sound button
will allow you to choose to replay "Ashokan Farewell"
from Ken Burns' Civil War series made for PBS. The
Analysis button will allow you to see or hear (or both) an
analysis of the entire essay.

At the top of the card are two
important buttons. The Home button
will take you back to the Campariscni

Contrast Home card. The Quit button will ask you if you
want to print any work you've done so far before quitting.
Simply dick on "Print" and you can print out any notes,
exercises, or outline you have written. The program will
ask for your name to idenfity yourwork. When ycu do qui t,

the program will erase any typing you've put in so that the
next perscn to use the program will have a dean copy to use.

Type in your name
First Name Last Name

VtTris Barkley

( READY )

In the bottom right hand comer you will always find
additional buttons, a forward and return button to go in
chrcnclogical order between the r

.....iMenu

When you dick on the Menu button a fieid will appear with
-forward arrows-to allow you to find particular paragraphs
from the essay.

I s
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MENU

Whole article (

Introduction ( 1-3)1 Et> )
Lee (4-5)
Lee (6) LE:2

Grant (7-8) (2....*J
Grant (9) LEL)
Bothldifferences (1 0-1 1) ILL)
Both/similarities (12-13) LcL.)
Both/fighters (1 4-15)
Both/peacemakers (16)

Outline LE2j
Click Yere to Close

Using this Menu,
you can go directly
to any card you
wish. To stay on
the same card, just
click on the Menu
field to close it.

On subsequent Fxample cards after you dick al the
Sound button, you can choose the Hear Passage button to
hear the passage read to you. Some students learn better
aurally rather than visually so hearing the passage will help
with understanding. This might be espedally helpful frx
ESL students or students with various problems with
reading. As soon as the reading begins a Stcp Reading
button will appear. If you do not want to listen to the
reading of the entire passage you can dick there. Other
wise that button will desappearwhen the readi ng is finished.

Mast of the Example cards will play music as ycti get
to them. Again, you can stop this music Also you can
replay the music sing the Play Music button, after you
clicked on Sound. Below is a list of the card on which you
can call music. Mast 4-the music is between one and two
minutes in length.

P 1 All Text- Ashokan Farewell"
P 2 Intro (1 3) Battlehymn of-the Republic"
P 3 Lee (4 5) Dixie"
P 4 Lec (6)



Sound )

(Analysis)

P 5 Grant (7-8) Yankee Doodle"
P 6 Grant (9) Yankee I )oodle"
P 7 Both

Diff (10-11) Battle I iymn of"
I' 8 / Sim(12-13) " Ashokan Farevvell"
P 9 / Fight (14 15)" Battlehymn of the Republic"
P 10 / Peace(16) " Star-Spangled Banner
When you have read the paragraphs from the essay,

you may want to read an analysis of that passage. 'This is a

sample of the kind cf analysis you will se this analyzes the

entire essay.
Cotton's structure in this essay parallels his

content. He separates Lee and Grant by
developing Lee's background in three paragraphs,
then Grant's, also in three paragraphs Their
differences are emphasized at first, and they
seem far apart in philosophy just as the country
itself was at odds at the beginning of the war
References to Lee and Grant get closer together
as the essay proceeds until close to the end they
are refered to in the same paragraph

Click Nora to Close

By clidong on the Analysis button, you can see an analysis
for each separate passage. These analyses will show up on
Ucç ci the essay field and cannot be mcwed

6) . Lee embodied the noblest elements of this
aristocratic ideal Through him, the landed

nobility Justified itself For four years. the
Southern states had fought a desperate war to
uphold the ideals for which Lee stood In the end.

it almost seem
for Lee. as if h
the best thing t
Confederacy st
He had passed
Thousands of t
Confederate s

As Catton did in paragraph trree he cla ms
that Lee's charactensitics were representative
of those of the Confederacy and that the
Confederate soldiers fought for Lee Canon
believes Lee was the symbol of the South

Click Here to Close

enthusiasm of t e ear y ays o e s rugg
somehow cons dered Lee the symbol of
everything for which they had beer willing io die

[ Votes )

AP"
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When you have had a chance-to read the passage and
see the analysis, you may want to dick on the Notes button
-to take your own notes cf the passage for later use when you
are asked to write an outline of the essay. When you do, a
pop-up field will appear that you can type into If this field
is in the way of your Izeing able to read the passage, you can
move it by clicking on the field which says "Your notes for
paragraph 1" and dragging the field to a new position.

Type in your notes for Par 1

here you can type in your own notes for
par 1

4i).

'OP

When you have read through the entire essay and
taken notes, you are ready to write your own outline

rta"

Comparison Contrast
Outline

I. This is your own outline that
you type in.

_

See Hint

Notes from paragraph 1

these are your notes that you
took on paragraph 1-3

Notes from paragraph 4-5

You took these notes, too

Notes from paragraph 6

notice that the program lables
your notes and tells you were you
took them

Notes f«no paragfaph 7-8

See Your Notes

18



Either use the Menu button and choose the Outline arrow,
or use the Forward arrow from the last Exampie card. On
the Outline card there will be a place fcr yod to type in your

own outline. But fi rst yeu might wantto review your own
notes. Click on the See Your Notes button.

If you want a hint about how lo begin your outline,
click on the See Hint button.

trat;

Comparison Contrast
Outline

I. Introduction

II. Differences
A. Lee
B. Grant
C. Both

III. Similarities
A. as fighters
B. as peacemakers

2nd Hint See Your Notes

You can get two more hints if you need them. The third hint
shows one way of writing the entire outline.

I. Introduction a
A. Lee and Grant meet El
B. Lee and Grant bring Civil War to an end

C. Lee and Grant represent different curren
II. Differences

A. Lee
1. as Southern aristocrat
2. as confederate

B. Grant
1. as Western frontier man
2. as democrat

C. Both ,!..

1. represented region
2. represented modern man vs. knight

!. 3

III. Similarities
...:.,

A. as fighters 4

19



Here is one way ci writing the entire outline
Introduction
A Lee and Grant meet

1. where Appomattox Court I louse, Virginia
2. when April 9, 1865
3. why surrender of Lee's army to Grant

B. Lee and Grant txing Civil War to an end
1. other armies had yet to sur, ender
2. Confederate army still struggled on
Lee and Grant represent different current

Differences
Lee
1. as Southern aristocrat
2. as confederate

B. Grant
1. as Western frontier man
2. as democrat
Both
1. represented region
2. represented modern man vs. knight

Similarities
as fighters
1. tenacity and fidelity

a. Grant Mississippi Valley
b. Lee Petersburg

2. daring and resouroeful
a. Lee Second Manassas and

Olancellorsville
b. Grant Vicksburg

B. as peacemakers
When you have written your own outline, you can

quit the prcgram. You will be asked if you want to print cut
your work. If you waild like to print, ycu will be asked tc
type in ycur name.

We hope you have enjoyed this program.

20
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Introduction and Purpose
This program is designed to help a student of any

skill level to learn more about both the reading and writing
critical thinking skills in Analysis. As the instructor you
have several options about how to use this program. If you
have access to an LCD panel and an overhead projector, you
can use this in the classroom, manipulating the computer
yourself either to lecture on Analysis or to lead a discussion
in your classroom in which you solicit answers from the
students and then reinforce the correct answers using the
program. You can skip around in the program based on the
level of prerequisite skills your students have or go through
in the order the material is presented. You can go straight
to the essay if you would like and allow the students to
reN, iew the preliminary material on their own time.

Another option you have is to use this program in a
lab .thuation. If your school has a Macintosh lab, you may
pros ide several copies and allow a group of students
working together or each individual student to go through
the program at her own pace. If she is going through this
program on her own, she many quiz herself often, do as
Many of the exercises as she would like, and either go
through the program in the order it is presented or jump
around to the areas which interest her. You as the instructor
may choose to assign certain exercises and your student
will have the option of printing out her work to turn in.
Some prerequisite skills which she will need and some
terminology which many help her to understand analysis
better are provided under the "Kinds," "Structure," and
"Components" sections in the program.

The passage which has been chosen as a sample
analysis essay, "How We Listen" by Aaron Copland, is an
excellent example of this critical thinking mode. It may be
read in its entirety on the first "card" or read a few para-
graphs at a time tor better comprehension on subsequest



"cards." Your students may take notes on the essays using
the "Pop-up notes" on each page.

To illustrate comprehension of the content of
Copland's essay and also to demonstrate understanding of
his, analysis techniques and structure, your students are
encouraged to create an outline of this essay. They may use
the notes they took as they looked at the individual para-
graphs and go back and forth from any "card" in the
program as often as they like. If they need a hint or two, they
can click on the appropriate button on the "Outline" card.

When your students have completed this program,
they should understand the different kinds of analysis
essays, the choices of structure, and the prerequisite skill of
general to specific detail. They will also have analyzed an
excellent analysis essay and written their own outline of
that essay. I hope you enjoy this program.



How to Use this Manual

To open orbegin the program, look

for the icon labled "Analysis." If you

received the program on several disks,

you may have to combine the program
from the variou5 disks using the enclosed

shareware product Stuffit. When you have the icon labled

"Analysis" you can double click on it to begin.

The first card identifies the title of the program and

the author. As soon as the "Click Here" button appears on

the title card, you or the student may click once to proceed.

This will stop the music.

Analy sis

Critical Thinking

Reading and Writing

Modules

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Analysis

ti'W CO

CaP41111 tin
«.1

Ib37:74711.4 L
0.4 rn

Written by

Christine Barkley
sided by John Goldsworthy
and Mark Hopkins

You may use this program yourself in the classroom using

an LCD panel and an overhead projector, or you may assign

it to your students in a lab situation, or to be done on an

individual basis as you perceive a particular student needs

more help with analysis critical thinking skills. The manual

vill be written to tell you what a student may do on his own.



The next card allows the student to give herself a
pretest to identify which topics could be deleloped using
the critical thinking skill of analysis.

Analysis

What do you already know about Analysis?
First click on the topic of your choice, then click on
each of the correct possible analysis topics. When
you are satisfied with your answer, click "Ready"

FISHING

GARDENING

140
AUTOMOBILES

CHINATOWN

The card gi ves directions to first click on one picture and
when three possible topics appear, she may choose one,
two, or three of the topics as samples of analysis. These
answers should stay highlighted. If she wishes to de-select
any topic, she can simply reclick on the button. When she
believes that she has chosen all the analysis topics, she
should click on the Ready button; the program will tell her
if she is correct. If she was not, she may try again.

FISHING

How to Fly Cast

Different Kinds of Fish

Ports of a Fishing Rod

Readyj

)411*ftio
FISHING

How to Fly Cost

IDifferent Kinds of Fish

Parts of a Fishing Rod I

Ye3 boM of these are Analysis
topics

Click here to start over.
-,- , ---------- - _
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Purpose 3

Kinds )

She may do as few or as many of these self-
quizzes as she likes as often as she likes. When
she is ready to go on, she can simply click on the

forward arrow.
The next card is called the Analysis Home card. On

this card the student is given several choices.
Analysis

Clefinition

Purpose

Kinds

Structure )

Components

Ememple

)-cet!o

Possible Topics

*OP

If he would like to read a definition of Analysis as a mode

of reading, writing, and critical thinking, then he should

click on the Definition button. But perhaps before he sees

what the program says, he might want to generate a defini-

tion in his own mind, and check himself against the answer

given by the computer. He can do this before he clicks on

any button.

Clefinition

Structure

omponents)

irnmple

Analysis separates or breaks down a topic into parts or

olprnentS so that you can interpret or understand the

parl,, separately ard therefore hopefully understand the

whole better once the parts Or elements are reunified

or synthesired Analysis is considered an informative

Or expository essay because it focuses On the subject

matter that is it is designed to give information more

11`,1n persi,ade
Click Here to Close_ _
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Every essay must have a rhetoricAl purpcse. To
discover a purpase for Analysis, the student may click on

the Purpose button.
Although essays always have an overall rhetorical
purpose. the main purpose of analysis is to provide
information rather than to persuade Once we understand
a difficult issue or topic better through analysis. we can
decide what to do about it A complete understanding of
a complex topic might help us to appreciate it better
Writing an analysis forces us to decide in what order to
present the various subtopicsor parts, thus clarifying
the temporal. spacial, or logical connections between
them or evaluating their importance with respect to each
other

Click Here to Close

And though all essays have an element of analysis as they
are broken into paragraphs, there is a second main kind of

analysis called Process Analysis that he should under-
stand. The Kinds button will teach the student-mom

Analysis as a function means to break a topic down into
subtopics and all essays use this technique as essays
are subdivided into paragraphs Even Argument
Compar so'i Cor:rast and Cause and Effect use this
ciev ce
B..1 A'1,1,y5 s essays ,,sually refer to expository essays
wr.cn seeA to .haerstana a subiect better through the
aralysis tecnnigt,e
Process Analysis is a subset of Analysis essay in which
a writer teaches how to do something (gives direction)
or how something is done (gives information)

Click Here to Close

Since an explanation of the possible structures of
analysis essays is too complex for a simple paragraph, if the
student dicks on the Structure button, she will be taken to
a new card. She should dick on any of the structures to see
a definition of that structure and an eD,cample ci a paragraph
using that structure. For example if she should want to see
a definition of (bronciogical strudure, she would click that

button.

(Chronological Order )

()

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

1



rkilatysis
Structure

hronological Order

Spacial Order

Order by Importance
.1

Exercises

Here is the definition of Chronological order:

CD

Chronological Order

Spacial Order

(
Order by Importance

Analysis
Structure

Definition of Chronological order

A paragraph can be developed according to the

time order of Its events, putting the earliest

event or action first, then the next, and the

next until the last event This can be used to
narrate or tell a story. relate a personal
experience. or give directions about how to

perform a certain action Chronological order

can build suspense
Click Here to Close

See examples

By dicking on the See Example button, she could read a
paragraph using the arcznol ogi cal ordering sturcture. She

should click on the I k-min arrcw to read the rest

of the passage.

-1

V2

{3



hronulogicol Order

Spacial Order

Order by Importance
\.

Analy313
Structure

Example ot Chronological structure

The current population explosion could yield
devastating problems in the future The
world's population is rapidly outgrowing its
limited food supply, anid famine is already a
serious problem in many countries If the
present trends continue, famine will spread
and could someday engulf most of the planet.
resulting in the deaths of millions of people
daily In such a situation, what food crops

See examples

The student can also click on Spacial Order or Order by
Importance and see the following definitions:

Definition of Spacial order

A paragraph using Spacial development will
present its details using some reference to
their relationship to one another in space, for
example the details may be given from left to
right of a scene, north to south, or foreground
to background This development is especially
helpful in description paragraphs or essays

Click Here to Close

111.

1

IDefinition of Order of Importance lal

A paragraph developed using Order of
Importance will arrange the details from the
least to the most important (Or from most to
least) The general-to-specific and specific-
to-general kinds of development can be
structured by order of importance Many
kinds ot paragraphs can use this structure
illustration/example. definition. division!
ciassification. comparison/contrast. cause

She can then take a quiz to make sure she has understood
these three important structuring techniques by clicking
the Exercises button.

63
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1

C hronologic at

Analysis
Structure

Par agr apTri
Paragraph

Paragraph 3 )

rTcra-graph 4 )

Spacial Importance 1

Choose any of the four paragraphs to read. Read and identity

how the paragraph is ordered. Click on the correct button to

indicate your decision. Click on Exit to leave the exercises.

trerc is es
r

Exit 761

Clicking on any of the Paragraph buttons will reveal a

sample paragraph. The student can then click on the correct

button to identify the structure of that paragraph.

Paragraph #1
About two-hundred feet from where I had waded

ashore, the coral rose to a high promontory and I

decided to start my exploration there I climbed

carefully to the top of the ledge and looked around

Only a narrow strait, about the length of a football

field, separated me from the nearest island which I

assumed was One of the bird sanctuaries A

m

Cr

Chronological Spacial Importance

When the student is finished with the Structure

card, he can click on the forward arrow to go on

to the Components card or go back to the Analy-

sis I Iome card using the return button.

The I lome button in the upper left hand corner

of each card will also take the student back to

the Analysis home card.



)Breaking down a lona

General and Specific

CExercises

Analysis
Components

The Components card introduces the student to
another prerequisite skill she needs to successfully read
and write analysis essays. She needs to know how to
subdivide a topic into different components that are equally
general or specific in content and parallel in form.

Breaking down e topic

General and Specific

When you do analysis, you break down a
topic in older to understand it better In

order to evaluate the topic in a
consistent manner, you need to make
sure the way you break down your topic
covers the entire topic (or in some cases.
the most important parts of the tonic)
and the various parts are parallel or
equal and similar in topic For example,
in analyzing cats as pets. you can look at
different breeds of cats such as Siamese.
Persian. or Calico, or you can evaluate
the characteristics of cats such as their
companionship, playfulness, and

rlest Yourself

There are two self-tests on this card, one quiz to help her

spot the inappropriate subdivision of an analysis topic
the one which is not parallel to the other two in generality,
and the Other qui/ to help her recogniZe more general
words within a list.

1 ()



Quiz Yourself Test Yourself

She should click on one of these two buttons to begin a quiz.

She can do all these exercises or stop inti,-) -"f
back to the original set-up of the card
by clicking the Reset button.

Analysis
Components

Reset

R Choir

The choir director

The altos

The accompanyist

Exercising

Step aerobics

Walking

Joining a health club

Racism in the U.S.

Rffirmatiue fiction

Rodney King beating

White racist marches

Click on The subtopic that does not tit with the other two subtopics

Exercises

The student also must be able to identify the differ-
ence between general and specific.

Analysis
Components

Breaking down e topic

General end Specific

One skill that will help you know now
to break down a topic for a thorough
analysis is being able to distinguish the
difference between general and specific
statements General statements are
more broad, involve larger groups
Specific statements are more narrow
involve smaller groups or individuals
Each paragraph needs at least one topic
sentence which is a general statement
and several specific statements.
preferably very concrete and specific
'hat is involving an individual
uurtuirmag a specific action at a precise

CG



The second quiz asks the student to identify the more
general word from a list, of words.

n Analysts
Co mponents

Hit

Short Stories Food Mosquitos .

Poetry
1_

Pizza Rats

Prose Pretzels 1 Fleas

Drama Donuts Pests

Click on the more general word or topic from the list

When the student feels he has mastered the pre-
requisite skills, in other words when he can recognize the
various analysis structuring tediniques, and when he can
identify the more spedfic ideas frem the more general ones,
and when he is satisfied that heunderstands the definition,
prpose, and kinds of analysis, then he is ready to use his
skills to s2e for himself how one authot analyzes his topic.
He can dick on the forward arrow from the Components
card or return to the Analysis Home card and click on the
Exarinple button.

ANALYSIS
Example

Pewit

We all listen to music according to
Our separate capacit.es But tor the
sake ot analysis the yvhole steo ^q
OWCPS5 may hritCOrre cIpare, I :04

break t up tilt() 'IS CAr'''. SO

to speak In a cprta.r Pose? to, .0'

'.sten to music !bree setparato

pianes For lack ot Dotter

torminology one ,n,9, I rar," 1!,f`','
thQ senSU011s Olar`P tilr' txcroscivp

Diane (11 the tt,bnet'y " ; r v
Oifly *, ')0 17,1

t"Cha" ;IN ".'' '"I
WO( Occ ,1110 et.ttiht", ,t ...t'

Heft(11('

1 2



On the Example card and the sulasequent cards connected
to it, the student has several dioicas. On the left hand side
is the taxi of Aaron ( npl and's " How We listen" essay.
first card has the entire text and subsequent cards break
down the text into two to four paragraph elements.

On the Example card there are two buttons for
additional information or enjoyment. The Music button
will play Aaron Cnpland's " Fanfare for the Chrimon Man."
The Analysis button will allow the student to see Cr hear (or
both) an analysis of the entire essay.

ANALYSIS
Example

Peg. I

We all listen to music according to
our separate capacities But, for the
sake of analysis the whole listening
process may become clearer if we
break it up into its component parts so
to speak In a certain sense we all
listen to music on three separate
planes For lack of a better
terminology, one might name these (1)
the sensuOus plane, (2) the expressive
plane. (3) the sheerly musical plane
The only advantage to be gained from
mechanically splitting up the listening
process into these hypothetical planes

Slum

Analysis )

See Analysis

Hear Analysis )

Click Hero lo Close

At the top of the card are two important
buttons. The Home button will go back to the
Analysis Home card. The Quit buttal will ask if
the student wants to print any work he has done
so far before quitting. He can dick on "l'rint" to
print out any notes, exerdses or outline he has
written.

Type In your name
First Name Lost Nome

[Chris Barkley

BEST Lc.;



Passage)

No telj

When he does quit, the program will erase any typing he
has put in so that the nexperson to use the program will
have a clean copy to use.

In the bottom right hand corner there will always be
additional buttons, a forward and return button to go in
chronclogi cal order between the cards, and a " Menu" but-

ton.

When she dicks on the
Menu buttcri a field will
appear with forward
arrows to allow her to
find particular para-
graphs from the essay.

On subsequent
Example cards she will
find a Passage button
and a Notes button. If
she clicks on the pas-
sage button, the pas-
sage will be read almd.
Some students learn
better aurally rather
than visually so hear-
ing the passage will
help with understand
ing. This might be es-
pedally helpful fcr ESL
students or students

Analysis

Menu

MENU

Whole article
Introduction ( 1 )
Sensual (2-4)
Sensual (5-6)
Exprasive (7-8)
Expres5ive (9-1 0) al
Expressive (1 1-1 2)W>
Expressive (1 3-1 5)
Technical (1 6-1 8) LL::>j

Technical (1 9-20) rW
Analogy (21 -24) (t.EPLJ

Thesis (25-26) rj2j

0

Ls-J

Lck)

Outline LF2

Ch-ck fierr to clo5e

with various problems with reading.
As soon as the reading begins a Sky
Ralding button will appear. If she does

not want to listen to the reading of the
entire passage, she can click there

1 4
(Stop Reading)
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Otherwise that button will disaopeAr when the reading is
f i n i shed.

Mail of the Example cards have a Music button
which will allow the student to play certain segments of
music to illustrate some ci the Onts from ( bpland's assay.
On a few cards the Music button is greyed out to indicate
that there is no music associated with that card. Nothing
will happen if he clicks on one of the greyed out buttons.
If the student begins tc play the music but changes his mind,
he can click on the Stop Music button. Stop Musk)

Below is a of the card on which there is music and the
music provided. Most seledions cf music vary from me to
two minutes in length.

P 1 all text Aaron Copland's " Fanfare

70

for the Common Man"
I' 2 Intro no music
P 3 par. 2 4 Classical- Holtz " Jupiter"

Jazz-- Duke Ellington
'"A' Train"
PopularGuns N Roses
"Sweet Child.of Mine"
Broadway-- -Webber
"Phantom of the Opera"
CountryWillie Nelson
"On the Road Again"

P 4 par. 5 6 Ravel's " Bdero"
Beethoven's "Moonlight
Sonata"

I' 5 par. 7 8 Stravinsky's Rite of Spring"
P 6 par. 9 10 Rimsky Korsakov's

" Flight of the Bumblebee"
Grieg's " Morning"
Mozart's " Requiem"
Tchaikovsky's "1812
Overture"
VS



(Classical) Jazz ) Broadway) Country )

P 7 par. 11 12 Beethoven's Fur Elise"
Tchaikovsky's Romeo and
Juliet"
Bach's Well Tempered
Clavichord"

P 8 par. 13 15 Beethoven's 9th Symphony
Allegro ma non Troppo"

" Allegro Assai"
P 9 par. 16 18 melodyWebber " Music of

the Night.'
harmony-- Handel's
" Messiah"
rhythm" Wipeout"
tone colorpiano and violin

P 10 par. 19 20 no music
P 11 par. 21 24 no music
P 12 par. 25 26 Mcvart's "Requiem"

Duke Ellington's "A' Train"

The student should first dick on the "Music" button.
Sometimes a second field will appear, allowing the student
a choice of which music to play.

Click on the Musical Category of Your Choice

Popular )

Click here lo close

When your student has lead the paragraphs from the
essay, he may want to read an analysis of that passage. By

clicking on the Analysis button, he can see an analysis for
eadi passage. These analyses will show up on top of the
essay field and cannot be moved. This sample shows how

to analyze thc entire essay.

16



J

Y es the ,Jound appeal of inusi(.

. pot ent and powerful totc.e, but
must not allow it lt.) usurp a
disproportional e share ot your fit erest

the sensuous plane is an important (me
in music, a very important one. but it

does not constitute the whole story

the sensuous plane Its appeal to e-ery L I 21

normal Still discussing the sensuous plane. Copland

There explains that to him, this is the least

becomi important plane. suggesting that he C ho,,e to

differen use the Order of Importance structure He

by van states that the value or a musical piece does

Passa
not correlate with its sensuous appeal This

functions as a transition Into the different.

Must more conscious plane of listening, the
expressive plane.

Click Here to Close

ANAl Y'd`,
f X a fil pie

toir

6 a

There is no need to digress further on

Rnalys

Notes

etok.. elowavvi
'Alm 14271

tlenu iJjU,

When your student hashad a chance to read the

passage and see the analysis, she may want to click cn the

Notes button to take her own notes of the passage for later

use when she is asked to write an cutline ci the essay. When

she does, a pop-up field will appear that she can type into.

If this field is in the way of her tering atie to read the passage,

she can move it by clicking on the field which ways "Your

notes for paragraph 1" and dragging the field to a new

position.
Type in your notes for Par 1

here you can type in your own notes for

par 1

4i?

:

7 2

1 7



When your student has read through the entire essay

and taken notes, he is ready to wri te his cwn outline. He can

use either the Menu button .and chcose the Outline arrow,

or use the Forward arrow from the last Example card. On

the Outline card there will be a place for your student to

type in his own outline But first he might want to review

his own notes. He can clid< on the See Your Notes button.

I cjh)
1. This is your own outline that
you type in.

ANALYSIS

Outline
(\Ouit

1st Hint

Notes from paragraph 1

here are your notes from
paragraph 1

Notes from par 2-4

Notes from par 5-6

See Hy Not-e-si

If your student wants to see a hint about how to

ben the outline, she can click on the See Hint button.

Outline

I. Introduction

Sensuous

Expressive

IV. Sheerly musical

V Analogy to theater

VI. Conclusion

rlick here to close

Im1 Hint LCep iii Notes

18



She can get two more hints if she needs them. The
third hint shows one way of writing the entire outline.

Outline

I. Introduction
A. Sensuous
B. Expressive
C. Sheerly Musical

II. Sensuous
A. Pleasure of music
B. Power of music
C. Abuse of music
D. Sound appeal ot music

Ill. Expressive
A. Dealing with controversy
B. Defining meaning
C. Understanding meaning
D. Accepting uniqueness of meaning
E. Understandin the complexit of meanin

3rd Hint See Sly Notes )

Here is one way to writing the entire outline

1. Introduction
A. Sensuous
B. Expressive
C. Sheerly Musical
Sensuous
A. Pleasure of music

1. Persuasive
2. Mindless
3. Appealing

B. Power of music
Abuse of music
I. Lose self in concert
2. Seek consolation
3. Dream

D. Sound appeal of music
I. Used differently by various composers

2. Does not constitute value
Expressive



A. Dealing with controversy
I. Composers deny that there is meaning
2. Not everyone agrees on meaning

B. Defining meaning
Not in words

2. Not too concrete
3. Yes through feelings
4. Yes through moods

C. t Inderstanding meaning
I. Ambiguity good

a. Tchaikovsky the same
h. Beethovan different each time

2. Specificity good
a. resignedly vs pessimistically sad
b. fatefully sad vs. smilingly sad

D. Accepting uniqueness of meaning
E. Understanding the complexity of meaning

IV. Sheerly musical
A. Consciousness

I. Listeners not aware enough
2. Musicians too conscious

B. Aspects
1. melody
2. rhythm
3. harmony
4. tone color

C. Need for awareness
V Analogy to theater

A. Sensuous in theater
B. lixpressive in theater
C. Sheerly technical in theater

VI. Conclusion
A. Purpose of analyzing how we listen

. Being inside and outside music

2. Being sublective and ohiecti ye

B. What listener should do
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When your student has written his own outline, hc
Ca n quit the program. He will be asked if he wants to print
out his work. If he would like to print, he will be asked to
type in his name.

Type in your name
First Name Last Name

1
Chris Barkley

( READY )

We hope you and your student have enjoyed this
program.

2 1
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Introduction
This program is designed to help you, a student of

any skill level, to learn more about both the reading and
writing critical thinking skills in Analysis. If you are going
through this program on your own, you many quiz yourself
often, do as many of the exercises as you would like, and
either go through the program in the order it is presented or
jump around to the areas which interest you. Some
prerequisite skills which you need and some terminology
which many help you to understand analysis better are
provided under the "Kinds," "Structure," and
"Components" sections in the program. If you are an
advanced student, you may choose to skip these sections.

The passage which has been chosen as a sample
analysis essay is an excellent example of this critical thinking
mode. But do remember that not all analysis essays will as
neatly illustrate all the major aspects of analysis as "How
We Listen" by Aaron Ceo land. First make sure that you
understand the content of tne essay by reading it through in
its entirety. You may take notes on the essays using the
"Pop-up notes" on each page. Try to notice the way the
author uses the structure of the essay and such rhetorical
devices as concrete examples to enhance his analysis.

To illustrate your comprehension of the content of
Copland's essay and also to demonstrate your
understanding of his analysis techniques and structure, try
to create an outline of this essay. You may use the notes you
took as you looked at the individual paragraphs and go
back and forth from any "card" in the program as often as
you like. If you need a hint or two, click on the appropriate
button on the "Outline" card.

When you have completed this program, you should
understand the different kinds of analysis essays, th,2 choices
of structure, and the prerequisite skill of general to specific
detail. You will also have analyzed an excellent analysis
essay and written your own outline of that essay. Good luck
to you.



I low to Use this Manual

To open or begin the program, look
for the icon tabled "Analysis." If you
received the program on several disks,
you may have to combine the program
from the various disks using the enclosed
shareware product Stuffit. When you have the icon labled
"Analysis" you can double click on it to begin.

You may use this program on your own to help you
with analysis critical thinking skills.

The first card identifies the title of the program and
the author. As soon as the "Click Here" button appears on
the title card, you may click once to proceed. This will stop
the music.

Analy sis

Critical Thinking

Reading and Writing

Modules
CALIFORNA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Analysis
Written by

Christine Barkley
aided by John Goldsworthy
and Mark Hopkins

The next card allows you to give yourself a pretest
to identify which topics could be deleloped using the
critical thinking skill of analysis.

On t hit; card first click on one picture and when three

so



Analysis

What do you already know about Analysts?
First click on the topic of your choice, then click on

each of the correct possible analysis topics. When

you are satisfied with your answer, click "Ready"

FISHING

GARDENING

*OP
AUTOMOBILES

different possible topics appear, you may choose one, two,

or three answers. These answers should stay highlighted.
If you wish to de-select any topic,you can simply reclick on
the button. When you believe that you have chosen all the

analysis topics, you should click on the "Ready" button; the

program will tell you if you are correct. If you were not,

you may try again.

FISHING

How to Fly Cast

Different Kinds of Fish

Parts of a Fishing Rod

Ready

)"egto
FISHING

How to Fly Cast

Different Kinds of Fish

1 Ports of a Fishing Rod

Yeg both ot these are Analysis
topics

Click here to start over.

ou may c o as ew or as many of these sel

quizzes as you like as often as you like. When you
are ready to go on, simply click on the forward
arrow.

1
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( Structure )

Purpose )

The next card is called the Analysis Home card. On this
card you are given several choices. If you would like to read
a definition of Analysis as a mode of reading, writing, and
critical thinking, then click on the "Definition" button.

Analysis

Definition

Purpose

Kinds

romponents)

Example

)1'14Ptx

Possible Topics

But perhaps before you see what the program sa;s,
you might want to generate a definition in your own mind,
and check yourself against the answer given by the computer.
You can do this before you click on any button.

Analysis Quit

Definition

( Kinds

Structure

Components

Analysis separates Or breaks down a topic into parts or
elements, so that you can interpret or understand the
parts separately and therefore hopefully understand the
whole better once the parts or elements are reunitied
Or synthesized Analysis is considered an informative
Or expository essay because It focuses On the subiect
matter that is .t is designed to give information more
than to persuade

Click Here to Close

L(Hemp le )

Every essay nvust have a rhetorical Imrpose. -ro
discover a purpose for Analysis, click on the "Purpose"
hutton.



Although essays always nave an overall rhetorical
purpose, the main purpose ot analysis is to provide
information rather than to persuade Once we understand
a difficult icsue Or topic better through analysis we can
decide what to do about it A complete understanding of
a complex topic might help us to appreciate it better
Writing an analysis forces us to decide in what order to
present the various subtopicsor parts. thus clarifying
the temporal spacial. or logical connections between
them or evaluating their importance with reSpect to each
other

Click Here to Close

Analysis as a function means to break a topic down into
subtopics, and all essays use this technique as essays
are subdivided into paragraphs Even Argument.
Comparison/Contrast and Cause and Effect use this
device
BLit Analysis essays uSually refer to expository essays
which seek to underEtand a subject better through the
analysis technique
Process Analysis is a subset of Analysis essay in which
a writer teaches how to do something (gives direction)
or how something is done (gives information)

Click Here to Close

And though all
essays have an
element of
analysis as they
are broken into
paragraphs,
there is a sec-
ond main kind
of analysis
called Process
Analysis that
you should un-
derstand. The
"Kinds" button
will teach you
more:

An explanation of the possible structures of analysis
essays is too complex for a simple paragraph; click on the
"Structure" button and you will be taken to a new card.
There you can get definitions of the various structures and
see examples of paragraphs written using that structure.

Ctf)
Analysis
Structure

ichronologicei Order-)

Special Order

(Order by Importencel

Hertsses

()



1-lere is the definition of Chronological order and an
example of a paragraph developed using that structure:

f.hronological Order

Spacial Order

Order by Importence

Analysis
Structure

Definition of Chronological order

A paragraph can be developed according to the
time order of its events, putting the earliest
event or action first then the next, and the
next until the last event This can be used to
narrate or tell a story. relate a personal
experience or give directions about how to
perform a certain action Chronological order
can build suspense

Click Here to Close

See examples

Click on the Down arrow to read the rest of the assage.
Analysts
Structure

Chronological Order
./

Spacial Order

Example of Chronological structure

The current population explosion could yield
devastating problems in the future The
world's population is rapidly Outgrowing its
limited food supply. and famine is already a
serious problem in many countries If the
present trends continue, famine will spread

Order by Importancej and could someday engulf most of the planet
resulting in the deaths of millions of people
daily In such a situation what food crops

See examp;Si

Click on Spacial Order or Order by Importance and see
the followin definitions:

AMR

Definition of Spacial order

A paragraph using Spacial development mil
present its details using some reference to
their relationship to one another li space for
example the details may be given from lett to
,ight ol a scene north to south or foreground
to background This development is especially
heiolo in description paragraphs or ossays

Click Here fo Close
.._

4



Definition of Order of Importance

A paragraph developed using Order of
Importance will arrange the details from the
least to the most important (or from most to
least) The general-to-specific and specific
to-general kinds of development can be
structured by order of importance Many
kinds of paragraphs can use this structure
illustration/example, definition, division/
classification. comparison/contrast. cause,

-tr.

0

You can then take a quiz to make sure you have understood
these three important structuring techniques by clicking
the "Exercises" button.

Analysis
Structure

Chronological

Paragraph

Paragraph 2

Peoragreph 3 )

Paragraph 4

Spacial Importance

Choose any of the four paragraphs to read. Read and identify
how the paragraph is ordered. Click on the correct button to
indicate your decis:on. Click on Exit to leave the exercises.

Exercises Exit

Clicking on any of the Paragraph buttons will reveal a
sample paragraph. You can then click on the correct button
to identify the structure of that paragraph.

Paragraph 01
About two-hundred feet from where I :lad waded

ashore the coral rose to a high promontory and I
decided to start my exploration there I climbed
carefully to me top ot the ledge and looked around
Only a narrew strait about the length of a football
hod separated me from the nearest island. which I
assumed was OPe Of the bird sanctuaries A

hronoloon n1 %pat mat
1

_
I input Ian( e

S5
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When you are finished with the Structure card,
click on the forward arrow to go on to the
Components card, or go back to the Analysis
I lome card using the return button.
The Home button in the upper left
hand corner of each card will also
take you back to the Analysis home
card.

Analysis
Components

f
Quit

Breaking down e topic

General and Specific

Emercises KJ

The Components card introduces you to another
prerequisite skill you need to successfully read and write

Breaking down a topic

General and Specific

When you do analysis. you break down a
topic in order to understand it better In

order to evaluate the topic in a
consistent manner, you need to make
sure the way you break down your topic
covers the entire topic (or in some cases.
the most important parts of the topic)
and the various parts are paratiet of
equal and similar in topic For example
n analyzing cats as pets, you can look at
different breeds of cats Such as Siamese
PfNsian or Calico or you can evaluate
ihe characteristics of cats such as theq
orrpanionship, playfulneSs

1fps( Yourself

9

S6



analysis essays. You need to know how to subdivide a topic
into dif ferent components that are equally general or spe-
cific in content and parallel in form.

the Breaking down a Breaking down a topicClick on either

topic button or the
General and Specific General and Specificbutton.

Analysis
Components

Breaking down o topic

General and Specific

Exei-cises

One skill that will help you know how
to break down a topic for a thorough
analysis is being able to distinguish the
difference between general and specific
statements. General statements are
more broad, involve larger groups.
Specific statements are more narrow,
involve smaller groups or individuals
Each paragraph needs at least one topic
sentence which is a general statement.
and several specific statements.
preferably very concrete and specific.
that is involving an individual
performing a specific action at a precise

Quiz Yourself 1

(<=1

There 2-e two sell-tests on this card, one quiz tohelp
you spot the inappropriate subdivision of an analysis topic
the one which is not parallel to the other two in generality,
and the other quiz to help you recognize more general
words within a list.

Test Yourself
IJ

r Quiz Yourself

You can do all these exercises or stop in the middle
and go back to the original set-up of the card by clicking the
"Reset" button.

Reset

I()



You also must be able to identify the difference
between general and specific.

holt

LThe choir director

The altos

rThe accompanyist

Analysts
Components

I iretrising

Step aerobics

Walking

Joining a health club

Outt_j

Re( ISITI in the U.S.

Rffirmatiue fiction

Rodney King beating

White racist marches

lick on the subtopic that does not fit with the other two subtopics

The second quiz asks you to identify the more general
word from a list of words.

Analysis
Components Quit

Short Stories

Poetry

Prose

Drama

Food

Pizza

Pretzels

Donuts

Mosquitos

Rats

Fleas

Pests

Click on the more general word or topic from the list

When you feel you have mastered the prerequisite
skills, in other words when you can recognize the various
analysis structuring techniques, and when you can identify
the more specific ideas from the more general ones, and
when you are satisfied that you understand the definition,
purposemd kinds of analysis, then you are ready to use
your skills to see for yourself how one author analyzes his
topic. ( lick cm the 1(wward arrow from the Components



card or return to the Analysis I lorne card and click on the
Example button.

Ic

ANALYSIS
Example

Pig. 1

We all listen to music according to
our separate capacities But for the
sake of analysis the whole hstening
process may become clearer .1 we
oreak it up into its Component Oar ls SO

10 speak In a certain sense we all
',sten to music on three separate
planes For lack ot a better
terminology, one might name these (1)

the sensuous plane. (2) the expressive
plane 131 the sheerly musical plane
The only advantage to oe gained lrOm
mechanically splitting up the !istening
process into these hypothetical olanes

Music

Rnalysis

tlurt

On the Example card and the subsequent cards connected
to it, you have several choices. On the left hand side is the
text of Aaron Copland's "How We Listen" essay. The first
card has the entire text and subsequent cards break down
the text into two- to four-paragraph passages.

ANALYSIS
Example

Pavi 1

We au listen to music according to
our separate capacities 3ut, for the
sake ot analysis the whole listen.og
process may become clearer it we
break it up into its con'ponent parts so
to speak In a certain sense we all
listen to music on three separate
planes For lack of a better
terminology one might name these r ,;

the senSuOuS plane 1'2: the oxpresc,..e
plane (31 the sheerly mt,sCal pore
The only dvantage to be gained irturn
me( hanically colli,nq ti Ihr ,o.torr.ri
process ilitu I iese hyoothet.cat planes

blusi( )
777---

linewlysis

See fitinliicisC 1

IHew tinfiltjws

I. nett to Close

12



On the Example card there are two buttons for
addi tional information or enjoyment. The "Music" button
will play Aaron Copland's "Fanfare for the Common Man."
The "Analysis" button will allow you to see or hear (or both)
an analysis of the entire essay.

At the top of the card are two important
buttons. The Home button will go back to the
Analysis Home card. The Quit button will ask if
you want to print any work you have done so far
before quitting. You can print out any notes you
have written or your outline. When you do quit,
the program will erase any typing you have put
in so that the next person to use the program will
have a clean copy to use.

In the bottom right hand cor-
ner there will always be addi- Menu
tional buttons, a forward and
return button to go in chronological order between
cards and a Menu button.

When you click on
the Menu button a field
will appear with forward
arrows to allow you to find
particular paragraphs from
the essay. The paragraphs
are shown in parentheses.

On subsequent Ex-
ample cards you will find a
Passage button and a Notes
button. If you click on the
passage button, the passage
will be read aloud. Some
students learn better aurally
rather than visually so hear-
ing the passage will help with
under-,ianding. This might

the

MENU

Whole article
Introduction ( 1 )

Sensual (2-4) LEL )
Sensual (5-6)
Expressive (7-8) LE>j
Expressive (9-10) Lc2
Expressive (1 1 -1 2)LrE:>.

Expressive (1 3 1 5 )1EL)
Technical (1 6-1 8) LEL)
Technical (1 9-20) LEL)
Analogy (21 -24) (

Thesis (25 -26) cL.P._

Outline rii
click to CsiCkY'C'

0

111111111111



Notes )

Stop Music)

Passage

[analysis)

be especially helpful for [SI, students or
students with various problems with
reading. As soon as the reading begins a
Stop Reading button will appear. If you do
not want to listen to the reading of the
entire passage, click there. Otherwise that
button will desappear when the reading is
finished.

Stop Reading
Most of the Example carus nave a iviusic button

which will allow you to play certain segments of music to
illustrate some of the points from Copland's essay. On a
few cards the Music button is greyed out to indicate that
there is no music associated with that card. Nothing will
happen if you click on one of the greyed out buttons. If you
begin to play the music 'out change your mind,you can click
on the Stop Music button.

Below is a list of the card on which there is music and the
music provided. For most music there is between one and
two minutes as a sample of that tune.

P 1 all text

P 2 Intro
3 par. 2-4

.1 par. 5-6

Aaron Copland's "Fanfare
for the Common Man"
no music
ClassicalHoltz "Jupiter"
JazzDuke Ellington
"A' Train"
PopularGuns N Roses
"Sweet Child of Mine"
BroadwayWebber
"Phantom of the Opera"
CountryWillie Nelson
"On the Road Again"
Ravel's "Bolero"
Beethoven's "Moonlight
Sonata"

1.1
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Classical) Popular ) Country )

P 5 par. 7-8 Stravinsky's "Rite of Spring"
P 6 par. 9- 10 Rimsky Korsakov's

"Flight of the Bumblebee"
Grieg's "Morning"
Mozart's "Requiem"
Tchaikovsky's "1812
Overture"

P 7 par. 11-12 Beethoven's "Fur Elise"
Tchaikovsky's "Romeo and
Juliet"
Bach's "Well-Tempered
Clavichord"

P 8 par. 13-15 Beethoven's 9th Symphony
"Allegro ma non Troppo"
"Allegro Assai"

P 9 par. 16-18 melodyWebber "Music of
the Night"
harmonyHandel's
"Messiah"
rhythm"Wipeout"
tone colorpiano and violin

P 10 par. 19-20 no music
P 11 par. 21-24 no music

. P 12 par. 25-26 Mozart's "Requiem"
Duke Ellington's "A' Train"

First click on the Music button. Sometimes a second
field will appear, allowing you a choice of music to play.

Click on the Musical Category of Your Choice
(13-r-oadw-76)(

Click here to close
Jazz )

These music selections will illustrate something in the
Copland article.

You should read that portion of the essay which is
included on that card. Most of these fields are scrolling

1 5



See Analysis )

Hear Analysis )

fields so to see material which is not visible right away, use
the I kiwn Arrow on the right side of the field. To make sure
you understand the passage, dick on the
Analysis button to read an analysis of this
portion of the passage

This will show you two more choices. You can just
read the analysis by di dd ng on the See Analysis button. Cr
you can just hear the analysis by using the Hear Analysis
button, or you can do both 135 diddng on both buttons.

If you change your mind and
dedde you are not ready to
look at the analysis, simply
did( where it says "Did< Here
to Dose."

The analysis field will
be shcwn on tcp cf the passage

Analysis

r

Click Here to Clase

and cannot be moved. Here is a sample

j

ANIxt.Yr)IS
Example

Hje 4

Quit

Yes, the sound appeal of music is a
potent and powerfw force, but vou
must not allow It to usurp a
disproportionate share of your interest
The sensuous plane is an important one
in music, a x.ery Important one, but it
does not constitute the whole story
There is no need to digress further on
the
normal
There
becomi
differen
by van

sensuous plane Its appeal to ex.,ery
Still discussing the seosuous plane. Copland
explains that to him, this is the least
important plane. suggesting that he chose to
use the Order of Importance structure. He

states that the value of a musical piece does

Passa
not correlate with its sensuous appeal. This

functions as a transition into the different,
more conscious plane of listening, the
expresso.e plane

Click Here to Close

larks4 rpm filltiOveti
On, 4271

ISlenu) -T.11 11

.

When you have read the passage and looked at the
3nAysis field, ycu are ready to write your (-min notes ;Ault
these paragraphs from the essay Just dick on the Notes

I ()
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See Nly Notes )

button. The Notes field will look like the
one bel ow.

Notes )

Type in your notes for Par 1

here you can type in your own notes for
par 1

It is shown with sample notes taken from paragraphs 1.
You can take your own notes fcr all the passages. These will
be saved and you can call them up when you write your
cmtline at the end. Or if you quit befcre you finish the essay,
you can print out your notes.

If this field is in your way and hampas your ability
to read the passage from the essay, you can move the field
by dicking on the lable, for cocample, the "Type in ycur nctes
for par 1," and dragging it tc a new place. If you want to hide
the Notes field to take a better look at thepassage or at the
analysis, simply click on the Hide Notes button.

When you have read through the entire essay and
taken notes, you are ready to write your own outline. You
can use either the Menu button and choose the Outline
arrow or use the Forward button from the last Example
card. On the Outline card there will be a place for you to
type in your own outline. But first you might want to
review your notes. (lick on the See My Notes button to
bring them up



See Hint )

ANALYSIS

Outline Ouit

1. This i3 your own outline that ["t:. Notes from paragraph 1
you type in.

here are your notes trom
paragraph 1

Notes from par 2-4

Notes from par 5-6

Your Notes ) reou

If you want to see a hint about how to begin the
outline, you can dick on the See Hint button.

ANALYSIS

Outline

Outline

I. Introduction

II. Sensuous

III. Expressive

rv. Sheerly musical

Analogy to theater

VI Conclusion

Click here to close

7ndthnt ( See Your Notes

You can get two more hints if r.xt need them. The
third hint button shows one way of writing the entire
outline
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ANALYSIS

Outline (dint

IOutline

I Introduction
A. Sensuous
B. Expressive
C. Sheerly Musical

II. Sensuous
A. Pleasure of music
B. Power of music
C. Abuse of music
D. Sound appeal of music

Expressive
A. Dealing with controversy
B. Defining meaning
C:Understanding meaning
D. Accepting uniqueness of meaning
E. Understandin the corn !exit of meanin

3rd Hint ) See Your" Notesi

Here is ale way to write the entire outline:
Introduction
A. Sensuous
B. Expressive
C. Sheerly Musical
Sensuous
A. Pleasure of music

I. Persuasive
2. Mindless
3. Appealing

B. Power of music
Abuse of music
I. Lose self in concert
2. Seek consolation
3. Dream

D. Sound appeal of music
Ised differently by various composers

2. Does not constitute value
kxpressive
A. I )(soling with controversy

1 . Composers &TIN' that there is meaning
2. Not everyone agrees on meaning

19



B. Defining meaning
I. Not in words
2. Not too concrete
3. Yes through feelings
4. Yes through moods

C. Understanding meaning
1. Ambiguity good

a. P.:haikovsky the same
b. Beethoven different each time

2. Specificity good
a. resignedly vs pessimistically sad
b. fatefully vs. smilingly sad

D. Accepting uniqueness of meaning
E. Understanding the complexity of meaning

IV. Sheerly musical
A. Consciousness

I. Listeners not aware enough
2. Musicians too conscious

B. Aspects
I. melody
2. rhythm
3. harmony
4. tone color

C. Need for awareness
V Analogy to theater

A. Sensuous in theater
B. Expressive in theater
C. Sheerly technical in theater

VI. Conclusion
A. Purpose of analyzing how we listen

Being inside and Outside nuisic
2. Being subjective and objective

B. What listener should do

When you have written your cmin outline, you can
quit the program. You will be asked if you want to print
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out your work. You will be asked to type in your name in
a field like the one below.

lype in your name
First Name Last Name

iChris Barkley

L. READV )

We hope you have enjoyed using this program.


